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ABSTRACT 
The encrypted data for selectively sharing to a multiple user by the public cloud storage may concerns over 

unintended data leaks in the cloud .when sharing selected group of documents to multiple users demands random 

encryption keys for those group of documents. However it is used to distribute large number of key for both 

encryption and search .Then the user should store the received key and submit keyword trapdoor to cloud for 

performing shared data .We propose a new concept of KASE(key Aggregate Searchable Encryption).In which the 

data owner needs to distribute a single key for sharing group of documents to a user .Then the single trapdoor will 

submit by the user to the cloud for query the shared document .From our proposed scheme it is provably secure and 

practically efficient. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distributed storage has developed as a promising lot of information shared over the Internet. Today a 

substantial number of customers are sharing individual data, for instance, photos and recordings, with their associates 

through interpersonal association applications in light of appropriated stockpiling each day. Business clients are 

likewise being pulled in by distributed storage because of its various advantages, including lower cost, more 

prominent dexterity, and better asset usage.  

Nonetheless, while getting a charge out of the accommodation of sharing information by means of distributed 

storage, clients are likewise progressively worried about incidental information spills in the cloud. Such information 

spills, brought on by a vindictive enemy or a getting into mischief cloud administrator, can more often than not 

prompt to genuine ruptures of individual protection or business mysteries (e.g., the current prominent occurrence of 

superstar photographs being spilled in iCloud). Such conveyed stockpiling is consistently called the cryptographic 

disseminated stockpiling. In any case, the encryption of data makes it striving for customers to interest and a short 

time later particularly recoup only the data containing given watchwords.  

A regular course of action is to use a searchable encryption (SE) scheme in which the data proprietor is 

required to encode potential watchwords and exchange them to the cloud together with mixed data, to such a degree, 

to the point that, for recouping data planning a catchphrase, the customer will send the relating watchword trapdoor 

to the cloud for performing look for over the encoded data. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Searchable encryption: The soonest endeavour of searchable encryption was made by Tune et al. In, they propose 

to scramble every word in a record freely and permit the server to discover whether a solitary questioned watchword 

is contained in the document without knowing the correct word. This proposition is a greater amount of theoretic 

interests in light of high computational expenses. Goh propose building a watchword list for every record and 

utilizing Bloom channel to quicken the pursuit. Curtmola (2006), propose building records for every watchword, and 

utilize hash tables as an option way to deal with searchable encryption. 

The primary open key plan for watchword seek over scrambled information is displayed in. The creators and 

further advance the look functionalities of searchable encryption by proposing plans for conjunctive watchword look. 

The searchable encryption thinks for the most part about single watchword look or Boolean watchword seek. 

Expanding these systems for positioned multi-catchphrase hunt will bring about substantial calculation and capacity 

costs. 

Secure Keyword Search in Cloud Computing: The protection worries in distributed computing spur the 

contemplate on secure watchword look. Wang (2013), initially characterized what's more, understood the safe 

positioned watchword seek over encoded cloud information and they proposed aconspire that profits the top-k 

pertinent records upon a solitary catchphrase seek. Their methodologies vectorize the rundown of catchphrases what's 

more, apply grid augmentations to conceal the real catchphrase data from the cloud server, while as yet permitting 

the server to discover the top-k applicable information documents.  

Multi-watchword positioned question on scrambled information (MKQE) that empowers a dynamic 

watchword word reference and stays away from the positioning request being mutilated by a few high recurrence 

watchwords. Wang (2013), Proposed fluffy watchword look over encoded cloud information going for resistance of 

both minor grammatical mistakes and organization irregularities for clients' seek input. Additionally proposed 
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privacy assured comparability seek instruments over outsourced cloud information. In, we proposed a protected, 

productive, and conveyed catchphrase seek convention in the geo-conveyed cloud environment. 

Order Preserving Encryption: The request saving encryption is utilized to keep the cloud server from knowing the 

correct pertinence scores of watchwords to an information document. The early work of Agrawal et al. proposed a 

request saving symmetric encryption (OPE) conspire where the numerical request of plain messages are safeguarded.  

A perfect secure request protecting encryption plot. Kerschbaum what's more, Schroepfer further proposed 

a plan which is thought secure as well as an effective arrange saving encryption conspire. Be that as it may, these 

plans are not added substance arrange saving. As a reciprocal work to the past request saving work, we propose 

another added substance request and security safeguarding capacities. Information proprietors can uninhibitedly pick 

any capacity from an AOPPF family to encode their importance scores. The cloud server registers the whole of 

encoded pertinence scores and positions them in light of the whole. 

System Architecture: In this system architecture diagram the data user will register into the   database. Then only 

user can login to that site and authorization will be done. The   data owner upload the files into cloud and it will be 

encrypted format and generates a private key stored in cloud securely. The data owner share the large number of files 

to the multiple users. After that the data owner send that private key to the user, then only the entire file will be 

converted into decrypted format. Finally the user will download that file. This process will   share the files to multiple 

users securely. 

 
Figure.1. System architecture 

Implementation: In this project we identified our project as four modules which is listed below 

 Authentication and Authorization. 

 File upload and download. 

 File sharing. 

 Key generation 

Authentication and Authorization: In this module the User need to enroll to start with, then just he/she needs to 

get to the information base. After enlistment the client can login to the site. The approval and validation prepare 

encourages the framework to secure itself what's more it shields the entire component from unapproved usage .The 

Registration includes in getting the points of interest of the clients who needs to utilize this application. 

File upload and download: Document transfer to cloud after encryption handle. The client can download the record 

by decoding key. While transferring to the Cloud the record got scrambled by utilizing AES (Advanced Encryption 

Standard) Algorithm and creates Private key. Again the Encrypted Data is converted as Binary Data for Data security 

and Stored in Cloud. 

File Sharing: In this module, the transferred documents are shared to the companions or clients. In this, the Data 

Owner set an ideal opportunity to lapse the information in Cloud. The Private key of the Shared Data will be send 

through Email. 

Key generation: In this module the key will be create haphazardly and send to the client for document decoding. 

The key will be produced while sharing the record to client.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 
Figure.2. Home Page 
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The home page contains register, admin and login. With the help of home page the user entered to the 

database. 

 
Figure.3. Registration 

Initially the user register their details in the registration form for who are involved in this site. 

 
Figure.4. Login 

After registration the data owner verify whether the authorized person is involved in this site then only the 

user can login to that site. 

 
Figure.5. User home 

Here the user home page will be displayed after login to that site. 

 
Figure.6. Upload file 

The data owner upload the files for sharing those files to multiple users securely. 

 
Figure.7. File upload to cloud 

The files uploaded to the cloud and it will be in encrypted format for protect the files from unauthorized 

users. Then private key will generate, stored in cloud.  
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Figure.8. Share files 

After uploading the files to cloud, data owner share files to multiple users using share files option. These 

multiple users selectively selected by the data owner. 

 
Figure.9. Search file 

While sharing the files, data owner wants to know the exact file name then can search that file by trapdoor 

technique. 

 
Figure.10. File Download 

Here the data owner send the private key to the user through email. This key is used to decrypt   entire file, 

then the user can download that file. 

4. CONCLUSION 

           Considering the practical issue of security ensuring data sharing system in perspective of open disseminated 

stockpiling which requires a data proprietor to course a generous number of keys to customers to enable them to get 

to his/her reports, we curiously propose key-add up to searchable encryption (KASE) and fabricate a strong KASE 

plot. Both examination and appraisal happens assert that our work can give a capable response for working sensible 

data sharing system in perspective of open dispersed stockpiling. In a KASE plot, the proprietor simply needs to 

scatter a single key to a customer when offering clusters of records to the customer, and the customer simply needs 

to exhibit a lone trapdoor when he inquiries over all chronicles shared by a comparative proprietor. In any case, if a 

customer needs to address over files shared by various proprietors, he ought to deliver distinctive trapdoors to the 

cloud. Well ordered guidelines to diminish the amount of trapdoors under multi-proprietors setting is a future work. 

Furthermore, bound together fogs have pulled in an extensive measure of thought nowadays, however our KASE 

can't be associated for this circumstance particularly. It is also a future work to give the response for KASE by virtue 

of consolidated fogs. 
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